Evidence for the Formation of Trioctahedral Clay upon Sorption of Co(2+) on Quartz.
The sorption mechanism of Co on quartz at room temperature has been investigated by an in-depth analysis of published extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy and solution chemistry data. In particular, the 3.5-5 Å mid-range atomic environment of Co has been determined with unprecedented precision by combining ad initio FEFF7.02 calculations and results obtained by polarized EXAFS on the mid-distance structure of sheet silicate minerals. The local atomic environment around sorbed Co atoms is identical to that of Co in trioctahedral clays and substantially different from that in the cobalt hydroxide Co(OH)(2(s)). Neoformation of a trioctahedral clay is consistent with calculated thermodynamic solubilities, which indicate that 2:1 and 1:1 Co-rich hydrous silicates, similar to kerolite and chrysotile, are less soluble than Co(OH)(2(s)). Consequently, precipitation of Co-rich clay is favored over that of Co(OH)(2(s)) at pH values below 9 and for a dissolved Si concentration equal to quartz solubility. New experimental data show that dissolved Si concentrations can approach, and even exceed, that of quartz solubility during the short times of sorption experiments. Based on the available data, it is not possible to conclude unequivocally if the Co layer silicate grew epitaxially on the quartz surface, topotactically in a surface amorphous layer, or independently of the quartz framework structure. The structural and chemical interpretation is supported by recent published studies in which sorption of a hydrolyzable cation leads to the neoformation of a mixed layer phase formed from the sorbate species and the sorbent metal. This surface-induced precipitation mechanism is a general phenomenon that may account for the formation of secondary clays as coatings on silicates. Copyright 1999 Academic Press.